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How do other Doms treat their subs?Why do some subs enjoy being spanked?What do other

kinksters do for aftercare?BDSM newbies, amateurs, veterans, and professionals recount the

best, and the worst, of their kinky experiences. Some of the scenes described in this book

worked out perfectly, others not so much. All of the ideas are geared towards helping you come

up with new ways to play with your partner. You can copy scenes one-to-one, adjust them to

your liking, and learn from the mistakes of others.

From the Back Cover"Nothing less than a bible.... The guide is no doubt the most

comprehensive look at California's coastline published to date." �Oakland Tribune“Wonderfully

detailed maps. The graphics are clean, the design so clear that the book is splendidly easy to

use.” �Los Angeles Times“A mandate becomes a masterpiece." �Santa Barbara News Press“If

you love to hike the coastline, visit tidepools, or simply get your feet wet in the surf, make a

place on your shelf for the latest edition . . . ” �Bay Nature“The release of the latest book comes

as welcome news . . . an invaluable resource.” �Sunset Magazine“This mainstream publication

does a good job of integrating access information throughout the book.” �Emerging Horizons --

This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Kick off those flip-flops, and prepare to nestle

your toes in the sand. The California Coastal Commission's newly updated 'California Coastal

Access Guide' will guide you to every nook and cranny along the Golden State's 1,271-mile

coastline." (San Jose Mercury News 2015-02-10)From the Inside Flap"Nothing less than a

bible.... The guide is no doubt the most comprehensive look at California's coastline published

to date."—Oakland Tribune“Wonderfully detailed maps. The graphics are clean, the design so

clear that the book is splendidly easy to use.”—Los Angeles Times“A mandate becomes a

masterpiece."—Santa Barbara News Press“If you love to hike the coastline, visit tidepools, or

simply get your feet wet in the surf, make a place on your shelf for the latest edition . . . ”—Bay

Nature“The release of the latest book comes as welcome news . . . an invaluable resource.”—

Sunset Magazine“This mainstream publication does a good job of integrating access

information throughout the book.”—Emerging HorizonsAbout the AuthorThe California Coastal

Commission was created by the voters of California, who adopted an initiative measure in 1972

that formed the Commission and gave it broad powers to plan and protect the coast. Later, the

California Coastal Act of 1976 established the Commission as a permanent state agency with

a mission to protect, maintain, and enhance the quality of the coastal environment. One of the

Commission’s principal goals is to maximize public access and public recreational

opportunities along the coast in a manner consistent with environmental preservation. The

California Coastal Access Guide, which was created with the objectives in mind, will prove

indispensable to anyone with a desire to explore the magnificent diversity of California’s

beaches.Read more
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IntroductionNowadays, I encounter more and more people that are interested in, what we like

to summarise broadly as BDSM.Some people are only starting out, while others have been

dabbling in kinky activities for a while. Others again have a long history and a lot of knowledge

in everything from bondage to domination, from sadism to masochism.All of them have in

common that they are trying to expand their experiences in one way or another. Most of them

also have in common that, at some point, they are having a hard time coming up with new

ideas on how to incorporate their needs and wants into their (sex-)life.The goal of this book is

to give you ideas and inspiration, by depicting real-life scenarios, which will hopefully enable

you to broaden your BDSM-repertoire. You will be able to learn from the experiences of others

so you don’t have to repeat their mistakes.Generally, much like in theatre, a ‘scene’ is jargon for

a complete kinky encounter. It has a start and a finish, during which we play our part, with the

goal of focusing on a kinky act and connection with a partner or yourself. Some people like to

incorporate scenes into their play that can take a long or indefinite amount of time. This is often

referred to as power exchange and can include the setting of rules for a partner which are

meant to be followed constantly.Some of the scenes discussed in this book are my own

experiences, some are anecdotes from fellow kinksters and friends, and some are entirely

made up. All of the real-life-people have agreed to be featured here, but of course, I have

omitted and changed names and sometimes even genders, as well as details of every story to

protect their identity.Whenever we engage in something as potentially dangerous as BDSM it is

important to address the issue of safety:For anyone new to the topic of BDSM it can be quite a

daunting task. Not just performing the actual act(s) of BDSM, but getting through the ample

amount of information that is already available can have you tied in knots before you’re even

tied in knots. Nonetheless, it is an essential first step to have a safe and satisfying experience

for every person involved. You shouldn’t solely rely on someone else to show you the ropes.

Instead read as much as you can, listen to podcasts, watch videos, and meet likeminded

people to exchange experiences and thoughts.Furthermore, we should keep in mind that every

person and every relationship is different, with different inclinations, wishes, and circumstances



that will determine which parts of this book are relevant to you. Some of the scenes discussed

here may require a specific kind of genitalia, but a lot of them can hopefully be adapted to

whatever you may have at hand. Other scenes will include toys and items that most of you will

likely have at home or things that can easily be acquired at most supermarkets for little money

or in nature for free. Some are very intricate and might require specialized equipment and

facilities. Bear in mind that not all ideas in this book will appeal to you or your partner. Different

whips and strokes, for different kinky folks.There is also some discussion of potentially

triggering content where boundaries were crossed and things didn’t work out the way they

were supposed to. While I don’t endorse any of the negative behavior, I thought it important to

include, so that others may learn from those bad experiences.There is no real order or

categorization to the scenes, since most things in here defy categorization anyway. What you

might consider to be humiliating, might be the opposite for someone else. What might be a

punishment for them, might be a reward for you. So the headlines and categories are really

nothing but suggestions and impressions from the people involved, and I encourage you to

take, and leave, and interpret whatever you find in here in whatever way suits you.For anyone

who has read my other book in this series, this safety section might be familiar. The following

section about ground rules will be as well, but I think it’s important to repeat the basics once in

a while, no matter if you are a beginners or an experienced kinksters.

Ground RulesIt is important to establish some ground rules before play actually begins, so we

can learn about each other’s boundaries, limits, potential health concerns, and also goals for

your special kind of arrangement.In case you’re a veteran in the BDSM-scene and your

relationship is already well established this section might not be as interesting for you as for

someone still new to all of this. Feel free to skip it, or keep on reading and repeat some basics.

I promise to keep it as short as possible.When first starting out with a new partner, it is

important to establish some ground rules before you actually engage in any kind of play. This

includes, but is not limited to:- discussing personal kinks and fetishes- discussing personal

boundaries and limits- discussing health concerns- discussing the form of the relationship.This

negotiation will determine if you and your partner(s) are compatible enough, what kind of

compromises each of you has to accept, or whether you are better off looking for someone

else.Before you have this negotiation, each partner should take a BDSM-Kink-Test that you

share with each other. You can find various tests if you just google “BDSM-Kink-List”. At the

time of the publishing of this book (09/2020), the best one I know of is available under (). You

want to make sure the specific test lets you choose between all kinds of possible kinks, instead

of asking you multiple choice questions about whether you think you’re a sub or a switch.This

test will give you a fairly comprehensive, albeit incomplete, list of things you absolutely need in

a D(om)/s(ub) relationship, things you are interested in trying, things you might want to try,

things that are off-limit at the moment and things that are a hard limit for you.Once you have

determined that you and your partner are compatible concerning your kinks and would like to

proceed with your LDR, you should also talk about possible health concerns (such as allergies,

phobias, traumas, etc.) that might limit which things you can safely do.Lastly, you should

discuss the form your relationship takes. By this, I don’t necessarily mean if you are

monogamous or not (although you should talk about that, too). I am more thinking about the

degree to which your relationship is allowed to infringe upon your daily life. As certain BDSM-

arrangements can come with fairly severe forms of control as well as psychological and

physical consequences, it is important to establish some clear ground rules beforehand. For

example, it might be important for someone working a conservative office job to not have



visible bruising or markings. Others might have children at home, which might impact the

amount of time one can invest in the dynamic. A lot of people choose to assign certain tasks to

either the Dom(me) or the sub, and oftentimes with this come rewards for a job well done or

punishments for lack of success. Generally, I have found that positive reinforcement works

better than punishment but each dynamic is different, of course.Make sure to communicate all

of those things beforehand, or whenever they come up during your relationship. This can be

part of your play but I think it is important to do this outside of your designated roles to ensure

you are both on equal footing when negotiating. There is no bossing around or punishing when

discussing something as important as hard limits, for example. Also, if you decide to reenact

any ideas from this book, they should be discussed with all parties involved to guarantee

informed consent from everyone.As with a lot of things, it might make sense to move a little

slower at the beginning. People need time to get used to new routines and some of the

following ideas can be quite time-consuming. Use your best judgment when implementing new

things.

Scene 1Backstory: This was my first BDSM relationship. We broke up when I found out he had

been cheating on me for I don’t know how long. We had explored a lot during our 2-year

relationship and I was very, very attached to him. Probably too much. This was exacerbated by

the fact that we had played around with conditioning. It was his idea and in my naivety, I went

along with it. For 2 years he had trained me to only be able to cum upon his permission. So

now I was not only heartbroken and single, I also wasn’t able to achieve climax. Neither on my

own nor with other partners.Scene: After getting some professional help, I started exploring

BDSM-sex with myself. To be honest, I wasn’t even aware that solo-play was a thing until then.

What I did, at the advice of my therapist, was to recondition myself to a different cue that would

allow me to orgasm. I tried several things until I was able to finally do it. I started with a voice

recording of myself, telling me when to cum. The recording was about 30 mins long and it

would instruct me on when to do what. This was unsuccessful as I am notoriously distrustful of

myself, I guess. Next, I tried using a clicker. I would pleasure myself with a vibrator and once I

felt I was getting close I would make the clicking noise as a stand-in for the permission. It didn’t

work at the beginning and I was close to asking a friend of mine with a similar voice to my ex to

make a recording for me, saying the same things my ex would usually say. Luckily, I only

needed some more time, desperation, and a few glasses of wine to eventually accomplish it

myself using the clicker method.Nowadays, I can come by consciously giving myself

permission in my mind. I actually like it this way. It makes for a more conscious experience for

me most of the time.Things that worked well: Reconditioning allowed me to finally orgasm

again. As a nice side effect, I dived into the world of solo-play. Instead of looking for a new

Dom, I looked for longer whips that would comfortably allow me to whip myself.Things that

didn’t work well: I was too blue-eyed in my early years. I still like the idea of conditioning but I

think it’s essential that the cue is not connected to something that can’t immediately be

replaced. People break up all the time and even if you don’t, there’s still a chance your partner

might die and leave you not only a grieving mess but a grieving mess that can’t climax. So if I

ever were to engage in conditioning again I would go with the clicker from the beginning

Scene 2Backstory: I am a bit of a romantic and I love making personalized presents. So it was

only natural that I wanted to make a really meaningful one for my sub. She is someone who

likes to please me in every way possible. Cock worship as well as cum play are among our

favourite things to do.Scene: I found a kit online that allows you to dehydrate breastmilk and



then turn it into a necklace. I ordered one of those kits and instead of breastmilk, I used my

sperm. I dehydrated it and cast it in resin. The necklace turned out beautifully. It looks like a

little pearl from an oyster.Things that worked well: It was surprisingly easy to do and my

girlfriend loved it. It’s a very unique present that she can wear in public and nobody would know

its significance.Things that didn’t work well: Other people may unknowingly touch my cum if

they touch the necklace.

Scene 3Backstory: My wife is called Alexa. Once we got that dreadful piece of technology from

Ebook Tops and tried it out for a couple of days, it was only natural to do the thing everyone in

my situation would have done. My human Alexa is a big fan of being objectified and used for

my pleasure.Scene: So I started giving her commands the same way I would with the machine.

First, it was a joke but we kept doing it because we both enjoyed it. While sitting on the couch I

would say “Alexa, bring me a beer.” Both Alexas would answer but only one would actually

deliver the beer. After a while, I disconnected the virtual Alexa and made my wife sit in its

place. I got her a yoga pillow and put it on the TV console where she would sit and meditate.

Until I would give her a command that is. Then she would snap back to reality and either

answer my question or do what I told her to.Things that worked well: My wife had been

interested in meditation for quite some time but never really engaged in it other than during her

yoga class. So this gave her a chance to slow down and relax from her stressful day job. It went

as far as her not even answering unless her name was called first. I enjoyed looking at her

instead of the TV and having a personal assistant who could do things for me that the virtual

assistant is not capable of is very handy.Things that didn’t work well: I can’t think of anything

that didn’t work about this idea. We discussed it beforehand and made sure we would both

enjoy it, just like we do with all scenes. It was always her call on how long she would sit on her

pillow. Sometimes, I would come home in the evening and she was already sitting there,

meditating. Once she felt like she had enough, she would get up and the scene would end.
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lisa, “Story time for adults. Have your partner read them to you as a sexy bed time story or

anytime. It could lead  to interesting  fun.”

CathyLynn, “Interesting. This is a retelling of actual things that have happened. Scenes that

worked and thing that did not. It had tips about many things. It went over many BDSM

subjects. I found it very interesting and informative. It is kind of a guide book on things that

worked and did not work. I thought the stories were presented well and the writting was good.

Anyone interested in BDSM should check this book out.I received a free copy of this book via

Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

lorely, “Engrossing. A very informative story about anyone is interested in BDSM. Talk about

many acts of sexuality and great way to explore. Read this with your lover.I received a free

copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

The book by Vincent Crisp has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 23 people have provided feedback.
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